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Abstract

The effective implementation of Industry 4.0 requires the reformulation of industrial processes in order to achieve the vertical and horizontal digitalisation of the value chain. For this purpose, it is necessary to provide tools that enable their successful implementation. This paper therefore proposes a data-centric, distributed, dynamically scalable reference architecture that integrates cutting-edge technologies being aware of the existence of legacy technology typically present in these environments. In order to make its implementation easier, we have designed a metamodel that collects the description of all the elements involved in a digital platform (data, resources, applications and monitoring metrics) as well as the necessary information to configure, deploy and execute applications on it. Likewise, we provide a tool compliant to the metamodel that automates the generation of configuration, deployment and launch files and their corresponding transference and execution in the nodes of the platform. We show the flexibility, extensibility and validity of our software artifacts through their application in two case studies, one addressed to preprocess and store pollution data and the other one, more complex, which simulates the management of an electric power distribution of a smart city.
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1. Introduction

The term “Industrie 4.0” stands for the fourth industrial revolution, the next stage in the organisation and control of the entire value stream along the life cycle of a product [1]. The Industry 4.0 deals with the transformation of the traditional pyramid model of automation to a network model of interconnected services, combining Operational Technology (OT) with Information Technology (IT) [2]. Its aim is to achieve the required operation with a qualitative improvement in the automation and optimisation of the industrial processes as well as meeting the rising and global demand of customized products. This new industrial model is based on the ubiquity and connectivity of data, people, processes, services and Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) that exchange and exploit the information generated at each level of the architecture (cyber-physical, intermediation and application levels) in order to get a decentralized production and adaptable to changes in real time [3].

Considering the importance of adopting new ICT-enabled (Information and Communication Technologies) production methods for industries, in 2016 Germany published the Reference Architecture Management Industrial 4.0 (RAMI 4.0) [4] and United States, the Industrial Internet Reference Architecture (IIRA) [5] with the aim of facilitating their adoption and continuous evolution. Both provide viewpoints or architectural axis to guide manufacturers in the building, implementation and operation of industrial systems but none of them offer tools for dealing with their conception, design and instantiation. Later, Salkin et al. [6] pointed out the need of a use case framework to enable a successful implementation of Industry 4.0 and exposed real use cases to exemplary how to integrate and connect new technologies to develop smart products and processes. However, they either offered a reference architecture that can be directly instantiated by the industrial environment. Nevertheless, they pointed out the design principles that it should comply: agility, interoperability, virtualisation,
decentralisation, real-time data management, service orientation and integrated business processes.

Big data and cloud computing are currently considered as key enablers that can lead to the building of the future industrial ecosystem by interlinking the cyber and physical worlds. The main reason is that these are able to manage the variety, velocity, volume and criticality of data that the industrial environment generates by means of highly distributed and scalable architectures that can be dynamically dimensioned to process workloads in real time [2]. Data indeed is the fundamental resource to promote Industry 4.0 and concepts like common “data buses” connecting factory environments have already been identified as the single most important enabler of novel I4.0 paradigms [7],[8]. That is why the metamodel for describing a reference architecture for Industry 4.0 proposed in this paper follows a highly flexible data-centric architecture in order to easily integrate disruptive big data and state-of-the-art technologies. The key characteristic of a data-centric architecture is that the data are the central asset and their storage and governance are the first step of the process, which precede the creation of any application or service [9]. Next, applications designed as data workflows, also known as data-intensive applications [10], are defined. These are characterized by manipulating data from one or more producers (data sources) and generating some output into some kind of data sink to be later consumed by other processes.

Although there are currently many frameworks for processing big data, for instance, tools from the Apache ecosystem, most of them were designed for their use in social networks. Therefore, their use and setting must be adapted to work in complex environments in which there are a great number of heterogeneous hardware resources, industrial internet of things and specific software running under strict real time constraints that must coexist with these new cutting-edge technologies and that will condition their deployment. As Al-Gumaei et al. [11] pointed out in their survey, general big data platforms should adopt more IIoT applications and platforms, while existing industrial cloud platforms should add big data frameworks to their portfolio.
To contribute in the development of Industry 4.0, this paper proposes:

- The description of a reference architecture for Industry 4.0, named RAI4.0, supported on a data-centric architecture and on a set of services that provide their management and the platform monitoring.

- The definition of a metamodel that collects the description of all elements involved in an RAI4.0-compliant digital platform (data, resources, workloads and metrics) as well as the necessary information to configure, deploy and execute workloads (applications) on it.

- A model-based tool compliant to the RAI4.0 metamodel that automates the deployment of RAI4.0 systems by automating the generation of configuration, deployment and launch files and their corresponding transference and execution in the nodes of the platform.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 relates scientific works about data architectures and modelling approaches for dealing with the requirements specification, the design and the building of complex systems applied to Industry 4.0. Section 3 describes the proposed RAI4.0 reference architecture for Industry 4.0. Section 4 explains the RAI4.0 metamodel that represents the concepts defined in the reference architecture. Section 5 summarizes how the configuration and deployment tool operates and the advantages that this provides. Section 6 presents two case studies to validate our purpose. The first one addressed to the read and storage of pollution data and the second one, to the management of electric power consumption of a smart medium-size city. Section 7 discusses the advantages and current limitations of our proposal and compares our reference architecture with other ones found in the literature. Likewise, we comment the strategy designed to include relevant issues such as data quality and security aspects in our proposal. Finally, Section 8 summarizes the main contributions of this work and comments open future lines.
2. Industry 4.0, big data architectures and model-based tools

Industry 4.0 is a relative new term that arose in Germany to refer to the digital transformation of the industry, also known as “Intelligent Factory” or “Industrial Internet” [12]. In the first place, it is important to highlight that this digitalisation is not only the application of disruptive technology, such as robotisation or automation, to production and service processes, but also encompasses a fundamental aspect that is the application of the Internet of Things (the infrastructure of interconnection among devices), the sensorization and the analysis of massive data from each one of the elements that take part in the productive processes to simulate what-if scenarios and make smarter decisions. These decisions are mainly aimed at gaining efficiency, better adapting production and supply to demand, integrating the entire value chain of the company, decentralizing decision making and predicting results accurately. In short, it is a revolutionary shift that will lead to changes in the consumption, labour market [13] and design of manufacturing processes [14].

Industry 4.0 urges traditional systems to evolve towards the creation of ecosystems enabling more flexible production processes through connecting systems and sharing data [2]. ICT sector provides many data-related technologies to progress in the effective implementation of Industry 4.0 such as (i) CPS, (ii) Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT), (iii) cloud solutions & decentralized services, and (iv) big data & stream processing technologies for processing large amounts of production data in real time [8]. But their adoption is still limited. According Mabkhot et al. [14], the smart factory system is still only a vision.

In the literature, we found several works that test and apply these cutting-edge technologies to failure minimization [15], smart farming [16], building predictive models for providing smart energy services [17], raising home users’ awareness for sustainable energy consumption [18] or improving the productivity by combining data from different collaborative systems and using them in the design, production, and product delivery processes [19][20] to name a few. But, as Mabkhot et al. pointed out [14], one of the biggest challenges in Industry
4.0 nowadays is to achieve a high level of sharing and interchanging information between all the components involved: products, production infrastructure and processes, control systems and reactive real-time applications. It must bear in mind that, in industrial environments, data sources are numerous and the complexity of their interoperability is increased when various management levels, suppliers and consumers use them. Furthermore, there is still non-solved security and authentication issues [21, 22]. Therefore, it is essential to provide architectural proposals that orchestrate all these elements and provide manufacturers with methodological tools to address their transition towards Industry 4.0 as the one offered in this paper.

2.1. Design principles for Industry 4.0

In order to design our architecture, we have taken the requirements from state-of-the-art reviews of the ongoing research on the Industry 4.0 phenomenon. These, in general, highlight its key design principles and technology trends without specifying a concrete architectural solution.

In [23], Hermann et al identify six design principles that are crucial for businesses to embrace in order to achieve the full benefits of Industry 4.0 technology. These design principles are - interoperability; virtualisation; decentralisation, real-time capability; service orientation; and modularity which are derived from the following Industry 4.0 components: CPS, IoT, internet of services and smart factory. This list is extended in [24] adding other principles not so linked to an implementable architectural solution but general issues such as horizontal and vertical integration, product personalisation or corporate social responsibility.

In other recent work [25], the authors, in addition to the previous ones, include other characteristics, pointing out as principles the following ones: efficiency, integration, flexibility, decentralisation, customisation, virtualisation, security, is holistic, service-oriented, ubiquitous, collaborative, modular, robust, uses real-time information, makes data-optimized decisions, balances work life, and is autonomous and intelligent.

Next, we highlight those we consider that are more related and restrict the
building of an implementable, general and agnostic regarding to technology solution. The architecture must be distributed and scalable, that means, must allow decentralisation not necessarily physical, but logical. This must combine the use of resources available in the cloud and in the edge computing to meet real time restrictions and utilize virtualisation techniques with the aim of facilitating the scaling. Likewise, the architecture proposed must facilitate the collaboration between machines, processes, systems and people through the exchange of information in real time, the triggering of actions, and decision-making and carrying out actions based on the information obtained from the environment. This leads to the need of using a data bus or another data-centric solution on which applications built under a modular and decoupled software architecture run with very few interdependencies between them to be easily adjusted. The construction of these modules under the service-oriented architecture [26] favours the establishment of new collaborative business models [27] (horizontal integration).

In this regard, Wingerath et al. [28] proposed kappa and lambda as general architectural solutions to deal with real-time stream processing. For instance, Arantes et al. [29] used a kappa architecture to develop a data analysis prototype tool for Industry 4.0 using SysML and Model-driven Engineering. Likewise, Raptis et al. [7] pointed out that data buses are the most important key enablers as a consequence of the crucial role that data play in the integration of the two worlds, the physical and cyber ones. Finally, IIRA [5] includes the concept of layered data buses in its reference architecture to enable the exchange and the sharing data, both data in motion and data at rest. In particular, IIRA suggests the layered data bus because it is a common architecture across IIoT systems in multiple industries since it provides low-latency, secure, peer-to-peer data communications across logical layers of the system. It is most useful for systems that must manage direct interactions between applications in the field, such as control, local monitoring and edge analytics [16]. Central to the data bus is a data-centric publish-subscribe communications model. Applications on the data bus simply "subscribe" to data they need and "publish" information they
produce. Messages logically pass directly between the communicating nodes. The fundamental communications model implies both discovery—what data should be sent—and delivery—when and where to send it.

In short, these references allow us to endorse that our data-centric architecture meets the I4.0 requirements for most industrial scenarios.

2.2. Model-based development for Industry 4.0

Since the beginning of the fourth industrial revolution, researchers and productive sector have worked in order to propose methodological approaches and tools to deal with the design and development of complex systems. Model-based development is a well-established discipline to support conception, design, assessment and development of software. Regarding its use and application in Industry 4.0 or its enabling technologies, we find particularly interesting the survey carried out by Wortmann et al. [30]. They identify model-based systems engineering (MBSE) as a key enabler for the development of complex systems, such as the ones typical from Industry 4.0, and hence they analyse the state of the art of MBSE for the smart factory through a systematic mapping study. Among other conclusions, they pointed out the majority of papers contribute methods and concepts to solve particular challenges of Industry 4.0 as we also checked before our related work search. Next, we described these works according to the stage of lifecycle that address: the requirement specification phase or the development stage.

In the first group, Petrasch and Hentschke [31] defined an Industry 4.0 process modeling language (I4PML) that extends the OMG’s BPMN (Business Process Model and Notation) standard and describes a method for the specification of new components, e.g. IoT devices or actuation and sensing tasks that are present in the Industry 4.0 applications. With a similar purpose, Suri et al. [32] designed a model-based approach for creating and communicating business strategies (mission, goals, and tactics) and bridging the gap between the business strategies and corresponding operational processes using Business Motivation Model (BMM) and Business Process Modeling and Notation (BPMN).
respectively. In addition, Manoj Kannan et al. [33] proposed a standardized development of information systems compliant with the manufacturing Reference Architecture Model for Industry 4.0 (RAMI 4.0) [4]. And, Durão et al. [34] presented a preliminary integrated component data model in UML for specifying the features of cyber-physical production systems and smart product that must be stored and exchanged with other components and assemblies along the entire production system. Finally, although not specific for Industry 4.0 but associated to an enabler technology, Lassoued et al. [35] proposed the Cloud Workflow Service Meta-Model (CWS2M) by extending BPMN 2.0 to support the modeling of cloud workflow services and offer the separation of organizational concerns from their technical achievement in the specification process.

Regarding contributions linked to the development stage, we found the followings. The authors of [36] proposed a MDE tool for application code generation in Hadoop framework. Santurkar et al. [37] defined a domain-specific language, named Stormgen, for specifying Storm topologies in order to make developers the programming of data streaming processes easier. Pérez-Palacín et al. [10, 38] developed a powerful UML profile specifically tailored to support the design, assessment and continuous deployment of data intensive applications in private or public clouds. Arantes et al. [39] built a MDE solution that allows modelling analytic applications with data sent by the cyber-physical systems through Kafka to be processed by Spark and Mlib following a kappa architecture.

As far as we know, there are no proposals that address the definition of an implementable reference architecture as the one described in this paper that considers data as central element of the digital platform, on which a set of global, heterogeneous and decentralized services are orchestrated. Nevertheless, we have found some interesting proposals such as [10] that might be integrated in our solution by means of model transformations. Although it may need to be extended since it is exclusively oriented to the development of data-intensive applications (DIA) deployed on the cloud.
3. Reference architecture for Industry 4.0

This section describes our digital platform reference architecture, named RAI4.0 (Reference Architecture for I4.0). This aims to delimit and establish the strategies with which this ecosystem is organized, and to qualify and relate the information that is managed, the tasks that process this information, the hardware and software resources that support its transfer, storage and processing as well as the monitoring agents that allow the configuration and management of the system as a whole. This is designed under the design principles mentioned in Sect. 2.1 and, in particular, to meet the following Industry 4.0 requirements:

- The architecture must be operated in a reactive and decentralized mode in order to handle data streams that are generated in the environment.

- The distribution, heterogeneity and scalability of the computational resources required to meet the functional and non-functional requirements of the applications deployed in the environment are conceived as a set of services with the aim of keeping a unique strategy for its management.

- The monitoring of the environment is an essential task since its maintenance and management rely on adaptive and dynamic strategies defined from the levels of use of the resources and the state of operation.

Therefore, the proposed architecture is based on three key principles: Data as a service (DaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Monitoring as a Service (MaaS). These terms are taken from the terminology of the cloud computing domain [40] although their meaning is not exactly the same. They have in common that the “as a service” term means that the use of the resources must be independent of how these were implemented; however, their location cannot be opaque due to the intrinsic characteristics of an industrial environment where there are a huge heterogeneity of devices installed and connected physically that need to operate complying with real-time restrictions, generally latency, which determines how services should be implemented and where these should be deployed.
Our proposal, currently, allows the design of the industrial environment as well as its management when the system is operational. The reference architecture is defined by means of an abstract and technology-independent model, but this paper also includes a specific implementation based on a set of the Apache project technologies [41] to make the use and scope of our proposal more tangible and easier to understand.

3.1. Data as a Service (DaaS): Data-centric software architecture

At its highest level of abstraction, the industrial environment is defined by the description and characterisation of the data that it manages (see Figure 1). The analysis of the required data and their governance is the starting point of the design of the digital platform. The software components and the hardware resources that comprise the platform are just elements that must be recruited and scaled in order to produce, process or consume the defined global data.

![Figure 1: Data-centric industrial platform](image)

Data are a strategic asset [42] and thus policies, rules and requirements that industries establish must be considered in the design and configuration of the...
platform. Governance defines metadata that must be linked to data in the production phase. This is essential for the platform to operate decentralized and autonomously. Metadata are responsible for collecting:

- The nature, semantics and quality of the data required by the agents that process them.
- The estimation of the volume, velocity and variety of the data that have to be managed.
- The security requirements against external risks (authentication, integrity, confidentiality and availability), reliability requirements against system failures and other possible kind of non-functional requirements.
- The metrics to be measured in order to reconfigure the resources dynamically.

Data from industrial environments are organized in topics. These represent flows of instances that describe the same type of information and are managed with the same criteria of persistence, durability, availability, security, etc. Topics are registered in the production platform and their associated metadata constitute the global information available for those services that operate with their instances. The set of topics registered in the system are used to define the workload of the system.

Topic instances are registered as immutable time series. These are written by the producer once and read several times by all consumers subscribed to the topic (publisher-subscriber communication model). The instances’ lifecycle is declared in the metadata associated to the topic with policies typically based on volume (number of instances) or time period (temporal window). Instances are distributed among different partitions to meet the requirements of scalability and level of concurrency allowed for their processing. The number of partitions, their location and criteria for the distribution of instances in the partitions are also defined in the metadata associated to each topic.
The applications that provide the functionality in the environment are conceived as workflows of processing tasks that operate following a reactive strategy. A workflow is executed in response to the occurrence of a specific pattern of instances coming from one or more topics, which triggers the execution of the root task of the workflow. The rest of tasks that constitute the workflow are chained following an acyclic graph, as shown in Figure 2a. The activation of the remaining workflow tasks is triggered according to the synchronization dependencies (pipeline, branch, fork, merge and join) established in the workflow. The workflow can create and record private topics in order to implement control flow mechanisms among tasks. Their lifecycle must coincide with the one of the workflow that creates it.

![Figure 2: Workflow as a set of processing tasks](image)

Processing tasks are implemented as decoupled software components that are declared as consumers of the topics that trigger them and as producers of the topics that they generate. The instantiation of each task inside a workflow can be replicated in multiple processing nodes under the premise that the code associated to that task must be transferred to the node where data are persisted with the aim of minimizing latency, and not the opposite, data are moved to the
node where the task is instantiated. As shown in Figure 2.b, the execution of the tasks of a workflow that correspond to the same occurrence of the triggering pattern can be distributed among different nodes of the platform and, at the same time, tasks corresponding to different triggering events can be concurrently executed in the system. The number of replicas of each task and the level of concurrency with which these can be executed are consequence of both the partitioning strategy and the distributed scheduling policy defined in the topic.

3.2. Platform as a Service (PaaS): distributed, heterogeneous and scalable platforms

The heterogeneity of the computational resources is an intrinsic feature of industrial environments. Its computational capacity is comprised of three folds: i) a great proportion of embedded systems (dew computing), whose general hardware connectivity requirements and operative conditions make them compatible with only those specific resources established by their manufacturers (cyber-physical systems, trains, etc.); ii) a relevant number of resources on the fog aimed at performing the daily operation of the industrial environment (data and dispatching centres, data warehouses, communication centres, etc.), and finally, iii) an increasing number of resources hired on demand on the cloud (cloud computing).

In order to meet Industry 4.0 requirements, a digital platform needs that its resources are interconnected and exchange information, its computational power can be dynamically used according to the needs of each service and its excess computational capacity is orchestrated through a set of middleware services that make it available to the platform.

In the proposed referenced architecture, the computational resources of the platform are organized in physical or virtual nodes and communication networks. The former are responsible for data distribution and processing tasks and the latter, for sending information among them. We also define the cluster as a set of nodes that provide access to the computational resources of the platform.
As depicted in Figure 3, the agents which manage the data flows have access to the computational resources through the interfaces of the middleware services. Likewise, the configuration of each service establishes the operation modes and use of the resources and, accordingly, the behaviour of the platform.

The reference architecture thus defines the general functionality and the role of the set of available computational services. Each specific implementation must specialize the aspects that depend on the underlying technologies such as the service interface and the configuration parameters. In this paper, as previously mentioned, a platform based on Apache services is defined.

![Industrial platform as a Service](image)

Figure 3: Industrial platform as a service

The services currently defined for accessing and managing the platform resources are:

- **Serialization service**: It implements the serialization of the topic instances required for their transference through the platform. This is independent of the programming languages of the agents that manage the topics. The serialization service defines a language to formalize the structure of the information (schema) and a binary format to codify the serialized
information. The schema is associated to topic metadata, being this available during the read/write operations of any instance of the topic from/to the environment. Apache AVRO [43] service is used in our Apache-based implementation of the platform.

- **Distribution service**: It provides secure access to the global information shared by all the resources in the distributed system. This provides both the metadata that qualify each topic and the configuration and coordination data of all distributed services available in the platform. Zookeeper [44] service is used in our proposal. This records the information in an immutable way and assigns a key to each resource with which is possible to identify its successive updates. Furthermore, this offers a synchronization mechanism for notifying the changes in the information that handles to those agents subscribed. Likewise this assigns a key to each update which makes the identification of its successive values easier.

- **Communication service**: Distributed service that registers the topics in the digital platform and sends topic instances among the agents of the environment following a publisher/subscriber strategy. This service is also in charge of: i) manage the lifecycle of the topic instances according to the policy established in the topic metadata; ii) define the partitions for distributing data streams among the available nodes; and, iii) guarantee the balanced distribution of the data among all subscribers. Apache Kafka [45] is the tool selected as communication service in our industrial platform.

- **Scheduling service**: Distributed service that schedules the execution of the processing tasks in the nodes of the cluster in which the required data are available (stored). Three schedulers are offered in our platform: the former is Apache SPARK [46], which dynamically schedules the execution of the processing tasks of a workflow in the nodes that this manages; the second is STORM [47], a real time stream processing which, unlike Spark, operates at tuple level achieving lower latencies, but present other
properties that can limit its use, such as, no preserving instance order or guaranteeing strict processing [28]; the latter is a static approach based on delegating the instantiation of the processing tasks to the code responsible of executing the workflow, which is activated by means of a notification mechanism provided by Kafka.

- **Persistence service**: This provides the distributed persistent storage for those instances whose lifecycle exceeds the one supported by the communication service, generally based on volume (number of instances) or time period. The agents that process the instances of a topic are responsible for deciding when these require to be persisted. Big data platforms must integrate both NewSQL and NoSQL data management systems (DBMS) [48] in order to meet the requirements of consistency, availability and partitioning tolerance specified for each topic. Our reference architecture therefore includes three services: MemSQL [49], an in-memory relational DBMS which prioritizes consistency; Apache Cassandra [50], a NoSQL column-family store based on partitioning that distributes data among nodes and dynamically scale; and finally, Neo4j [51], a graph-based DBMS that makes traversal queries easier.

- **Security service**: The distributed security service is in charge of guaranteeing authentication, integrity, confidentiality and availability. Security policies are dynamic and data-oriented, therefore these must be defined in topic metadata, that means, who, how and under which restrictions the instances of the topic can be accessed. In the current implementation, Zookeeper provides mechanisms to manage the access to global shared information and Kafka enables the interchange of topic instances. Nevertheless, both applications rely on a service-oriented strategy, being still their adaptation to a data-centric security strategy pending [52].
3.3. Monitoring as a Service (MaaS): decentralized monitoring system

The proposed platform is decentralized in order to make the horizontal and vertical scaling easier. Any decentralized platform must count with both a mechanism that maintains updated information about, at least, data availability and resources utilisation and, another one that notifies agents about the main changes in the state of the system, so that they can self-reconfigure to meet the specified requirements.

The monitoring service consists of two elements. The former is the distributed monitoring service. This is instantiated in the platform as a set of active brokers in charge of: i) gathering information about the state of the components and services installed in the platform; ii) maintaining updated information about the global state of the system, making the global information available to the components and services that require it and iii) notifying changes of state to those agents interested on them. The latter is a set of monitoring agents associated to both the software components and the brokers of the platform services, which, in turn, provide information (metrics) about their state to the monitoring service. When the components to be monitored are legated, these measures have to be collected by means of other indicators such as the number of I/O messages sent through the network or the use of resources during their execution.

The brokers of the monitoring service are configured and instantiated when the nodes where they are installed are incorporated to the platform. They must be set up taking the impact of the monitoring process on the network traffic and the memory required for storing all the collected data into account. On the other hand, the monitoring agents are configured and instantiated as part of the instantiation of the component or service which they are associated with.

Our digital platform uses Prometheus toolkit [53] as a monitoring tool. This technology provides both the monitoring server, which collects and stores metrics, and a set of monitoring agents, called exporters, which extract and send different kind of metrics to the monitoring server. Prometheus provides a great variety of already implemented exporters for well-known operating systems.
databases, etc. Likewise, this offers guidance and libraries to develop customized exporters.

4. RAI4.0 metamodel

This section details our RAI4.0 metamodel, which defines the modelling elements required for describing systems designed according to the RAI4.0 reference architecture. Models compliant to this metamodel can be used by developers to conceive, design, configure and deploy their systems. An example of a tool that uses RAI4.0-compliant models as support for the deployment process of a system is explained in the next section.

We rely on metamodeling [54] because it is a software strategy that allows us to describe the semantics and attributes of the elements that comprise the big data platform as well as the relationships among them.

![Diagram of RAI4.0 Metamodel](C:\Users\Administrado...\MetamodeloArticulo.ump (4_1_Root diagram) 04/30/19 12:42:51)

Figure 4: Root elements of the RAI4.0 Metamodel

Each model compliant to the RAI4.0 metamodel is organized around a root element, instance of the `ComputationalSystem` class (see Figure 4). This acts as container of the three sections that comprise the digital platform: the physical and virtual resources and the middleware services (Platform model); the workload of the system, that means, the set of data streams (or topics) that
flow in the environment along with the workflows (set of processing tasks) that produce and/or consume these topics and (Workload model); finally, the metrics that must be measured during the execution of the system (Monitoring model).

Four root classes have been defined for modelling the elements corresponding to each section:

- **PlatformResource**: this gathers the hierarchy of classes aimed to describe the different resources and services that comprise the digital platform.
- **WorkloadStreamData**: this characterizes the topics or data streams globally defined in the environment.
- **Workflow**: this describes distributed processing flows, i.e., distributed applications that can be added to the environment and executed following a reactive strategy.
- **Metric**: this collects the hierarchy of elements used to specify the indicators to be measured at runtime.

The rest of elements defined are explained along the following subsections.

### 4.1. Platform model

Figure 5 depicts the classes that inherit from **PlatformResource** and hence, they are used to describe the different types of resources available in the platform. **ProcessingNode** represents the processing nodes that participate in the system, either physical nodes available in the environment (dew or edge computing) (**PhysicalProcessingNode**) or virtual resources hired on the cloud (**VirtualProcessingNode**). This identifies each node with its IP address and describes some properties such as the number of processors, the amount of memory available or the external IP address in case of virtual machines. **PlatformResource** elements can be grouped in **ResourceCluster** elements, if needed. **NodeCluster** is a cluster formed only by **ProcessingNode** elements.
Network characterizes the effect of the communications’ network and the communications’ service that manages it. At this level of abstraction, this only includes the bandwidth attribute.

PlatformServer is a root class that gathers generic information about the configuration, deployment and identification of the brokers that provide access to the distributed services available in the platform. At this level of abstraction only the processing node in which the broker is installed (host) and the cluster it serves (target) are defined as attributes of the class. As shown in Figure 5, this class is, in turn, specialized in seven abstract classes, one for each type of service described in Section 3: SerializationServer, CommunicationServer, DistributionServer, SchedulingServer, SecurityServer, MonitoringServer and PersistenceServer.

As can be seen in Figure 5, all these classes that constitute the essential
elements of the platform model are defined as abstract classes, so they must be specialized to incorporate the semantics and specific information of the technologies chosen for their implementation. For the Apache-based implementation proposed in the paper, a Kafka-based communication service (KafkaServer), a Zookeeper-based distribution server (ZookeeperServer), an Apache Storm scheduling server (StormServer) and a Cassandra persistence server (CassandraServer) are defined in the metamodel (see Figure 6). Likewise, a Prometheus-based monitoring server (PrometheusServer) was added. As shown in Figure 6, each class collects the attributes with the specific information required for the configuration and deployment of the corresponding services. This leads to the definition of a great amount of attributes per class due to the inherent complexity of each element. Most of them have default values assigned, so the user only has to override those that need to be adjusted on each deployment scenario.

Figure 6: Specialization of PlatformServer classes for Apache-based implementation
4.2. Workload model

As said previously, two elements contribute to the definition of the workload of the system: the set of topics that flows through the environment and the set of processing workflows that uses (produces/consumes/transforms) these topics.

The RA4.0 reference architecture places the topics globally defined in the system as central elements of the system architecture. They are not simply declarative elements, but they have an effective implementation in the platform: they must be registered, configured and deployed on it. The information registered of each topic is essential for the functionality and behaviour of all the services and components of the system. The root class that represents global topics is `WorkloadStreamData`. As shown in Figure 7, this inherits from a root abstract class called `StreamData`, which defines attributes common to any type of topic, such as the size (`messageSize`), the number of partitions in which the topic instances are distributed (`numPartitions`) or the number of copies available of each topic instance (`numReplication`). The `WorkloadStreamData` class may need some kind of extension to include characteristics dependent on the underlying technologies, as it happens in our case, where as shown in Figure 7, the `KafkaWorkloadStreamData` class is defined to include those aspects specific to the way Kafka manages topics (basically, the `holder` attribute is redefined to reference to a `KafkaServer` instance).

There are another kind of topics that can be defined in the model, whose purpose is to support the flow control of the tasks executed by the same workflow. They are modelled by means of the class `WorkflowStreamData`. This also inherits from `StreamData`. All topics are managed in the same mode but `WorkloadStreamData` instances are directly defined as an aggregation of the computational system (as part of its workload, see Figure 4), whereas `WorkflowStreamData` instances are defined in their respective workflows as can be observed in Figure 8.

`WorkflowStreamData` is, in turn, specialized in two classes: i) `FlowStreamData` that describes the data flow generated by a workflow and used to manage the internal flow of control among the internal tasks of this by means of the source
and predecessor attributes; ii) **DerivedStreamData** that represents a virtual data flow that results from applying a filter function (pattern) to one or more data flows (inputs).

On the other hand, the processing tasks that exploit the topics available in the environment are organized in **Workflow** elements, whose main structure is shown in Figure 8. The execution of a workflow is triggered in response to the occurrence of a topic (**rootTask.triggerTopic**), which can be of **WorkloadStreamData** or **DerivedDataStream** type. Next, a set of processing tasks (**ownedTasks**) related by the control flow are executed in the system. The task pointed by the **rootTask** attribute represents the one that starts the workflow execution. The control flow among the tasks is implemented by means of a set of private topics (**ownedStreamData**) defined by the workflow. When a task finishes its execution, a data flow (**returnedTopic**) is returned which, in turn, can trigger the execution of other task(s) of the workflow. The topic that triggers a task can be a derived topic, thus complex control flows using branching,
forking, joining, merging, etc. patterns must be managed inside the workflow. The service responsible for the assignment of resources and the launching of the execution of the tasks is assigned to the scheduler attribute of the workflow class.

Finally, the TaskExecutor element represents a software artifact that encapsulates the code of a set of tasks (executedTasks) of the workflow. It is only used in the case the static scheduling approach explained in Section 3 is being applied, in which the deployment and instantiation of the tasks must be addressed explicitly during the workflow instantiation. On the contrary, when a dynamic strategy, e.g. based on Storm is applied, the scheduling service is responsible for the deployment of the tasks.
4.3. Monitoring model

Monitoring the state, behaviour and performance of the system relies on the definition of the set of metrics to be collected and the execution of two complementary processes. The former is the monitoring agent responsible for obtaining the measures. To this end, it must be instantiated together with the component that must be tracked. The latter aims to gather, integrate and register all the information provided by the different monitoring agents deployed in the system for its subsequent analysis. This process is supported by a distributed monitoring service (MonitoringServer in the metamodel).

Figure 9 shows the main classes defined in RA4.0 metamodel to support the monitoring strategy. The metrics to be measured are modelled through classes that inherit from the Metric class and are part of the ComputationalSystem. At this abstraction level, the attributes that can be defined are two: the element to which the metric is applied (target) and the agent in charge of providing the measure (meter). The Meter class describes the information required for the configuration, deployment and launching of the agents in charge of collecting the measures required to evaluate the metrics. At this level of abstraction only the association with the corresponding MonitoringServer must be defined.

Extensions of MonitoringServer and Meter classes will be defined for each specific technology used for the monitoring task by adding the corresponding required attributes. Our implementation uses Prometheus technology, therefore the following classes are added to the metamodel:

- PrometheusServer class, which models the Prometheus server broker.
- PrometheusMeter class, which acts as root class for all the kind of measuring agents that can be used. This includes the common attributes to all of them. Since Prometheus uses a polling strategy for the communication between the server and its agents, these attributes are the port through which the agent provides the measures to its corresponding Prometheus server (monitoringPort) and the frequency with which the server reads the specified measures (monitoringTime).
• A set of classes that extends PrometheusMeter with the aim of modelling the different kind of monitoring agents currently supported in the platform. For instance, the NodeResourceMeter class represents a monitoring agent based on the NodeExporter [55] provided by Prometheus, which allows to extract measures about utilisation and memory consumption of a Linux-based processing node.

As a consequence of the fact that there is a wide, almost unlimited, variety of metrics that can be potentially defined for a computational system, each new kind of metric requires the definition of an extension of the Metric class. In the current version of the metamodel, see Figure 10, the defined metrics are restricted to aspects related to timing behaviour and resources utilisation. Other metrics related to energy consumption, reliability, availability, etc. can be included if there are monitoring services that provide the required measures.

For each specialized Metric, its corresponding target and meter attributes must be redefined to refer to the correct type of element according to the nature of the metric. For example, the ProcessingNodeUtilization metric must be associated to a ProcessingNode as target element and must be measured by a
**NodeResourceMeter**, which represents an agent with capacity to measure about the utilisation of resources in a node.

![Figure 10: Classes hierarchy for representing metrics and monitoring agents](image-url)

### 4.4. Instantiation model

One of the principles that guides the RAI4.0 reference architecture is that all its elements, services and workflows, are decoupled components, i.e., they can be independently deployed and instantiated, being each component responsible of inquiring the information required to be installed to the environment services. From that moment, these operate reactively, that means, they remain suspended until the corresponding activation event occurs (the reception of a...
message through a port in the case of the platform services or the occurrence of an instance of a topic in the case of a workflow) and then, they execute their corresponding code and offer as a result new events that transmit, in turn, new data or control flow topics.

Therefore, all the deployable components are distributed as self-contained software artifacts that encapsulate their corresponding code and are available in the nodes where they can be potentially instantiated. So, they can be invoked once or more times according to the system description. The information required to configure and launch these software artifacts is technology-dependent, but some common structural elements are gathered in the RAI4.0 Metamodel. Figure 11 shows the deployable components, which are: the services of the platform (instances of PlatformServer), the Workflow elements and their corresponding (optional) TaskExecutor elements, the WorkloadStreamData and the Meter elements. All of them inherit the common attributes and functionality that is necessary to instantiate the component from the SystemComponent class. Some of these attributes are the location and name of the corresponding software artifact (artifactLocator and artifactName, respectively), the arguments that could be required to be provided at instantiation time (arguments) or the path of the directory where the generated configuration files and launch scripts must be stored in the launching node (configDir and scriptsDir), among others.

Next, we describe the tool developed to take advantage of this metamodel in twofolds: i) to design and configure applications under a data-centric architecture and ii) to automate the deployment and execution of these applications.

5. Deployment tool for the configuration and deployment of RAI4.0 systems

One of the advantages of model-based development is the possibility of building tools that support enterprise designers, software developers and IT managers in the conception, design, assessment or deployment of complex systems. Among
all of them, we began with the development of a deployment tool due to the complexity involved in the configuration, deployment and launching of the initial digital platform as well as in its reconfiguration and in the installation/uninstallation of the workflows.

In order to point out the value of our RA4.0 deployment tool and show its usefulness, next we summarize the steps typically involved in the execution of a new workflow or service in the platform:

1. Create or modify the configuration files of the workflow/service itself and other involved resources.
2. Register new topics.
3. Define the monitoring metrics to read during the execution of the workflow/service and generate the infrastructure required to collect the corresponding measures.
4. Launch the software artifacts that implement the workflow/service and the metrics infrastructure.

As can be observed, there are many elements to be configured, each one
with several parameters to be established. Thus, a tool that automates the configuration and deployment of applications designed according to the RA14.0 metamodel will help to reduce errors and save time and money.

Figure 12: Elements that participate in the configuration and deployment process

Figure 12 shows the main elements that participate in the process of configuring, deploying and launching an RA14.0-compliant system. The RA14.0 Deployment tool processes the model of the system (compliant to the RA14.0 Metamodel) and, as a first step, generates all the required configuration files and launch scripts. Then, this sends these files to their corresponding processing nodes using SCP commands, and finally, it executes remotely the scripts that launch the execution of the components on the nodes using SSH. This last step is order-concerned, taking all possible dependencies among components into account, that means, the RA14.0 Deployment tool can be executed from a console opened in one of the nodes of the platform or from any other node connected to the platform through the network.

RA14.0 Deployment tool requires certain information to operate, this is gathered in attributes and methods that are defined in some of the classes of the metamodel as can be observed in Figure 13.
The root class of the model, **ComputationalSystem**, defines a method called `deployAndLaunch` that launches the whole deployment and launching process. The implementation of this method, modelled in the sequence diagram depicted in Figure 14, entails the following steps:

- **Invocation of the `prepareForDeployment` method on each `ProcessingNode` element contained in the model.** This method initializes the `configFiles` and `launchScripts` attributes, which are used to store all the configuration information and scripts generated during the configuration process by all the components that need be executed on the node.

- **Invocation of the `configureDeployment` method on each deployable component.** This method is inherited from the `SystemComponent` class, which represents elements that can be independently deployed in the system. This method generates all the configuration files and scripts required to launch the component in a node and adds them to the `ProcessingNode` element that represents the physical node in which they must be later instantiated and executed (in the scripts case). The behaviour of this method must be overridden for each concrete type of component. As an example of this overriding process, the implementation of the `configureDeployment`
method in a KafkaWorkloadStreamData element is explained. Figure 15 gathers one instance of a KafkaWorkloadStreamData of the case study exposed in Section 6. The instantiation of this topic requires the execution of the following command in the Kafka server where this topic must be
registered:

```bash
home/apache/servers/kafka/bin/kafka-topics.sh --create --bootstrap-server XXX.XX.XX.46:9092 --partitions 8 --replication-factor 1 --topic UGConsumption
```

This command is embedded in a script file which is generated by the `configureDeployment` method. The `WorkloadStreamData` instance has access to all the information needed to generate the command, such as the name of the topic, the number of partitions, or the port of the KafkaServer used for the instantiation (the IP address of the underlying processing node is accessible through the host attribute). If any information is missing, a `ConfigurationException` is thrown.

---

**Figure 15:** Example of the configuration and deployment information required to register a topic

- **Invocation of the** `deploy` **method on each** `ProcessingNode** element. This method transfers, using SCP, the configuration files stored in the `configFiles` attribute and the scripts corresponding to the `launchScripts` attribute to the corresponding physical node. This method can raise `DeploymentException` in case an error is found in the transfer of a file. If this
happens, the process is stopped and the operator is informed of the error. The tool is responsible for returning the system to its initial state.

- Remote execution, using SSH, of the set of scripts previously transferred to the physical nodes, which will launch the execution of the corresponding components using the configuration data also transferred in the previous step. This method can raise the `LaunchingException`, being the tool also responsible for returning to the initial state and notifying the user the error. As said, the scripts are launched in a specific order, and not arbitrarily node by node, since the latter could raise some errors due to dependencies among components that are executed on different nodes.

The current implementation of the RAI4.0 Deployment tool is based on Eclipse/EMF [56]. The RAI4.0 Metamodel has been formalized using Ecore and the tool has been written in Java. This is triggered as a common Java application, using the RAI4.0 model as input argument. In a future, it could be integrated in an Eclipse Rich Application through a contextual menu associated to the models compliant to the RAI4.0 Metamodel. Both the tool implementation and the metamodel are available at [57].

6. Case studies

Two cases studies are included in the paper to show the applicability of the proposal. The former is a simple academic case, which was used as first proof of concept. It models a real-time application that processes pollution data of a city. The latter one is a much more complex and complete Industry 4.0 case study, which emulates the management of the electric power distribution of a city using a smart grid platform.

6.1. Pollution case study

This application aims to analyse and process a data stream from pollution sensors installed in a smart city. Data are published in Kafka, processed by Storm and persisted in Cassandra for building prediction models in the future.
It must be remembered the reference architecture organizes the system in three independent but complementary sections: the workload of the system, the platform resources available for execution, and the metrics monitoring. So, the first step to elaborate such a model consists in defining and qualifying the topics that flow in the environment. In this case, there is a single topic, called **Pollution**, which gathers the ingested pollution data. Then, the workflows that produce, consume or transform the information (topic instances) must be added to the model. The configuration and deployment information of a workflow includes three features: i) the reactivity, i.e., the topics that trigger its execution, the topics that it consumes and the ones generated as result of the execution; ii) the activity, i.e., the processing tasks that are executed and the control flow among them and; iii) the scheduling, i.e., the scheduler that defines the concurrency and multiplicity strategy applied for the execution of the tasks in the available resources and services. Figure 16 depicts a schema of the behaviour of the **PollutionProcessing** workflow, triggered by the **Pollution** topic. The first step of the workflow aims at filtering the data to get rid of out of range values and classifying them by region and temporal window (10 seconds). Next, the result of this step is stored in Cassandra. Afterwards, each environmental parameter included in the topic is averaged by region and temporal window, and finally, these mean values are also stored in Cassandra. In this case, all these functionalities are executed inside a single task, called **mainTask** in the model.

![Figure 16: PollutionProcessing workflow schema](image-url)

The second step addresses the definition of the platform resources. We start
with the description of the middleware services used in this case: Kafka is used as communication service, Zookeeper as distribution service, Storm as scheduling service and Cassandra as persistence service. So, their corresponding instances are added to the model, configured and related with the corresponding elements already present in the model: the KafkaServer instance is assigned to the holder attribute of the Pollution topic, since Kafka is responsible for its management, and the StormServer instance is assigned as scheduler of the PollutionProcessing workflow, since its mainTask is going to be deployed as an Storm topology. Figure 17 represents the main instances of the pollution model and how they are related.

For sake of simplicity, the monitoring section is omitted in this case.

Next, we must specify the deployment platform. In order to show the reutilisation and automation benefits the proposed metamodel and tool provide, we describe three different deployment scenarios for this same application:

- First, a monoprocessor deployment scenario. With that purpose, a single instance of PhysicalProcessingNode, called MainNode, is added to the model and characterized according to the node properties (IP, speed, etc.). Then, this node is referenced from all the middleware services instances through their corresponding host attribute, as it was shown in Figure 17. Once we have the final model, it can be used as input of the deployment tool, which will generate all the required configuration files and create and execute all the required launch scripts, in the correct order (for example, to launch a Kafka server, Zookeeper must be already available). In this specific case, the tool will generate four configuration files (one for each service) and six scripts: the one for registering the Pollution topic on Kafka, the one for launching the workflow on Storm and one script for launching each server (Kafka, Zookeeper, Storm and Cassandra). The files generated by the tool for this example (and for the following ones) are also available in the tool repository [57], under the case Studies folder.

- Second, a distributed deployment in which each service is deployed in a
different node. As it is shown in Figure 18 the only modification required in the model in order to get a distributed deployment scenario consists in adding the corresponding four `PhysicalProcessingNode` instances, and change the `host` reference of each server instance to the node in which it will be deployed. The rest of the model requires no modifications. The number of configuration files and scripts generated for this setting is the same as the previous one, but each one is sent and executed in its corresponding node.

- Finally, a cloud distributed deployment. To launch this same application on the cloud instead of on premise platform, the only change required in the model consists in transforming the previous `PhysicalProcessingNode` instances into `VirtualProcessingNode` instances and assigning them their corresponding external IP addresses. Implementing this change in this same case took less than seven minutes to a test student. The number of files and scripts remains unchanged regarding the two previous cases.

Hence, this simple case study evidences the reutilisation capacity that is provided by the metamodel proposed and the benefits of using the associated
deployment tool to automate the process and save time. Suffice it to point out that changing from a monoprocessor to a distributed deployment, only a slight modification of the model is required. It is enough with defining the new hosts and changing the host attribute in the corresponding servers, which is insignificant in comparison with having to write the corresponding scripts and configuration files on each node and launch the scripts by hand.

6.2. Electric power consumption management on a PowerSmartCity

The second case gathers the management of an electric power distribution of a city. This is exposed in order to show the modelling capacity that the metamodel provides and justify the need of a deployment tool that automates the process of setting and launching the system.

Figure 19 depicts schematically the elements that comprise a general electric power distribution network of a medium-size city. They are organized as a redundant and real-time reconfigurable power distribution network in order to be robust against the failure of any of its elements.

All elements in the industrial environment, see Figure 20, are controlled and managed by different types of computational resources interconnected through
communication networks. The computational power is very high but also heterogeneous. In this example, there are 250,000 smart meters installed at users’ homes and 1,000 nodes installed at street level distribution transformers. They together provide a very flexible and efficient control of the accesses to the electric power network, and, at the same time, generate very valuable information at real-time. These are embedded processors (decentralized computing) with capacity for generating and consuming data, however they cannot support the installation of brokers that access to the middleware services. On the other hand, there are 12 servers installed for the control of the district substations, the city substations and the distribution dispatch centre (fog computing) which are mainly dedicated to the supervision and control of the electric equipments. Although they can also offer some of their spare computational capacity to process tasks of data analysis. In addition, if it were necessary to increase this capacity, the platform could hire external computing resources (cloud computing).

Next, the specification of this case study based on our metamodel is described. We follow the same steps as in the previous example. First of all, we define and qualify the topics that flow in the environment. Table 1 lists these topics. Each topic is described and registered in the platform by means of a set of metadata, which constitutes the basis for defining the resources that must be assigned for its management. For instance, Table 2 details the UG_Consumption
topic, which is formalized by means of a KafkaWorkloadStreamData instance. Following this schema, the remaining 20 topics of the example should be defined.

Then, we describe the workflows that produce, consume or transform the information (topic instances) available in the platform. Figure 21 depicts a schema of the behaviour of one of them, the DailyConsumption workflow, whose aim is the daily reading of the consumed electricity and the calculation of the profile of hourly consumption of each user grid. This workflow is triggered by the occurrence of instances of the UG_Consumption topic. The workflow has two processing tasks, PowerTask and profileTask, executed on pipeline. PowerTask registers the energy consumed by the client in the powerBD database, whereas profileTask writes down the user’s consumption profile in the profileBD database. The second task reads the 24 instances of the UG_Status topic (inputs) generated each day, which contain the mean consumed power by each client. Just in case there were data missing, the task would estimate this consumption using historical data from the profileBD database. The control flow between the two tasks is performed through the private topics of the workflow named powerStored and profileStored.
We proceed now to identify the physical and virtual resources along with the configuration of the underlying middleware services. Likewise, we associate each resource and service with the metrics to be measured and the instrumentation required for this purpose. Figure 22 represents an excerpt of the complete model, with the instances included in it to describe the information required for the configuration and deployment of the services installed in one of the processing nodes, named **cityNode**. Two brokers are installed on it, a Kafka server (**cityK**) and a Zookeeper server (**cityZ**). For simplicity, only these two instances are shown in detail (attributes whose default values are not overridden are not shown). We can observe, for instance, how the host attribute of both instances refers to the **cityNode** instance. This partial model includes also the **NodeResourceMeter** instance, **cityMeter**, which represents the monitoring...
Table 2: Description of UG Consumption topic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>UG_Consumption</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>It describes the energy (Kw/h) consumed by a UG in an official day. It is necessary for the billing process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>User Grid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVRO schema</td>
<td>{&quot;namespace&quot;: &quot;psg4c&quot;, &quot;type&quot;: &quot;record&quot;, &quot;name&quot;: &quot;UG_Consumption&quot;, &quot;fields&quot;: [ &quot;name&quot;: &quot;pcId&quot;, &quot;type&quot;: &quot;long&quot;, &quot;name&quot;: &quot;clientID&quot;, &quot;type&quot;: &quot;long&quot;, &quot;name&quot;: &quot;startCount&quot;, &quot;type&quot;: &quot;long&quot;, &quot;name&quot;: &quot;fixedEnergy&quot;, &quot;type&quot;: &quot;float&quot;, &quot;name&quot;: &quot;optionalEnergy&quot;, &quot;type&quot;: &quot;float&quot;, &quot;name&quot;: &quot;reactiveEnergy&quot;, &quot;type&quot;: &quot;float&quot;] }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidence level</td>
<td>Maximum (if data exist, it is absolutely reliable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability level</td>
<td>Maximum (if data is not available, alarm is raised)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidence level</td>
<td>TRADING + OWNER + MAINTENANCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generation period</td>
<td>86400000 (1 day)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generation offset</td>
<td>86400000 (1 day)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persistence time</td>
<td>3456000000 (40 days)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharding level</td>
<td>8 (one partition for district)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replication level</td>
<td>3 (supports one node failure)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 23 summarizes the instances involved in modelling the configuration and deployment of the DailyConsumption workflow. Again, only the dailyConsumption workflow instance is shown with all its assigned attributes. The remaining instances involved are only named: the dsRackScheduler scheduler (of NodeScheduler type), which indicates that a static scheduling approach is applied; the TaskExecutor instance, called dailyConsumptionExec, which is required to instantiate the tasks marked by the scheduling strategy chosen; the two Tasks, powerTask and profileTask; the two internal topics to support the control flow, powerStored and profileStored; and finally, the instances corresponding to the monitoring agent used to measure the workflow latency, dailyConsumptionMeter, and its corresponding metric, dailyConsumption-
Latency.

Figure 22: Configuration and deployment model of the "cityNode" processing node

On the one hand, this case study allows us to validate that our reference architecture is flexible enough and support the modelling of data-intensive applications [58] meeting the design features pointed out by [6]: decentralisation, real-time, data management, service orientation, virtualisation and integration in business process. On the other hand, this case study shows that the number...
of elements to set up and deploy in a digital platform under a third generation architecture [59] is large and complex. For this example, the tool generates a total of 99 files (available in [57]): a registration script for each one of the 21 topics defined, an script for launching each TaskExecutor inside the workflows, and a script for instantiating each monitoring agent and each middleware service defined, along with their corresponding configuration files. This proves that the task of writing coherent configuration files and launch files is overwhelming, time-consuming, costly to reconfigure, and prone to errors if these are performed manually. Our proposal makes this task easier by collecting all the information in a model compliant to the RAI4.0 Metamodel and using this as input of the RAI4.0 Deployment tool.

7. Discussion section

This section discusses the advantages and current limitations of our proposal and compares our reference architecture with other ones found in the literature. Likewise, we comment the strategy designed to include relevant issues such as data quality and security aspects in our proposal. In addition, we mention our current advances and future works.

7.1. RAI4.0 architecture vs other alternatives

First of all, we point out that RAI4.0 is a reference architecture designed under the premises of sharing and taking advantage of the huge data volumes generated in industrial environments with the aim of getting the vertical and horizontal integration of the value chain, being aware of the heterogeneity of devices and protocols that cohabit in these complex systems and the restrictive functional requirements such as latency to which they are subject to.

One of the main advantages of our proposal is that it has been designed for being generic, technologically agnostic, distributed, scalable and flexible for integrating heterogeneous services with different kind of requirements. This provides developers with a common architecture to build data intensive applications
whose specific requirements, in particular, those related to real time, must be solved by deploying the solution using an enough number of nodes for carrying out the computational processes. With the aim of avoiding communication and transfer delays, and thus, easing the fulfilment of the timing requirements, these nodes must be placed near those that store the data to be processed (edge computing). For instance, data from the monitoring and control of a robot usually need to be processed on the nearest node in order to meet latency requirements [60] and thus, these should never be stored or processed on the cloud.

The fact of having designed the reference architecture following a model-based strategy is another strength of our proposal. This makes its extension, reusability and customization simple and easy. For instance, we are currently extending our reference architecture to include the possibility of deploying the digital platform by means of containers using Docker or Kubernetes [57].

As previously mentioned, our architectural proposal is based on a shared data bus which facilitates the collaboration between machines, processes, systems and people through the exchange of information in real time. Other architectural proposals utilised in the industry are based on the three-layer pattern (edge, platform and business) or on the mediated edge connectivity and management pattern [5]. In the first one, the edge level collects data from cyber-physical devices to transfer it to the platform level, which, in turn, provides management functions for data assets and offers services related to its analysis, whereas the business level provides interfaces to end users and implements applications and decision support systems. That means, it divides the solution functionally and there is no a global sharing, integration and reuse of data in the environment. We remark two proposals under this approach: the conceptual model proposed by Ungurean et al. [61] exclusively addressed to IIoT applications and an extension of the three-layer pattern architecture with special focus on providing security based on blockchain technologies defined by Sittón-Candanedo et al. [62]. Both of them are explained at high abstraction level, not providing a detailed description of the elements that comprise an implementable digital platform. The second pattern mentioned pursues the local connectivity of devices at the edge.
and their isolation except for a gateway that connects to a wide area network. Its main benefit is to reduce the complexity of IIoT systems, so that they can scale both in number of managed devices and in networks. Thus its focus is mainly at physical level. This pattern has been used by Marino et al. [63] with the aim of designing a new networked architecture for interconnected logistics hubs and by developing a cloud-based Physical Internet (PI) framework and platform.

Other proposals found in the literature for addressing the industrial revolution 4.0 are based on the concept of digital twins. A digital twin is a digital representation of a real-world entity or system that continuously learns and updates itself from multiple sources to represent its near real-time status, working condition or position. Aheleroff et al. [64] adopted and extended RAMI [4] for the integration of digital twins in their reference architecture model. As RAMI, this is a conceptual reference, this means, it does not provide technical guidelines to implement digital twins as a notably difference with respect to our proposal. Even more, our reference architecture could be used to design and deploy digital twins, being this another possible use case. The importance of this concept has led ISO to develop a new ISO 23247 standard, still under development, which will include the specification of a reference architecture with functional views [65], thus this will not delve into implementation aspects.

Another relevant enabling technology in Industry 4.0 is the knowledge extraction from data. In this regard, we also found frameworks that guide developers to carry out analytical processes such as Carvalho et al. [66]. This kind of applications are considered as another possible use case of our proposal and therefore these can be configured and deployed with our tool. In this moment, we are working in a data stream mining prototype aimed at predictive maintenance.

Regarding the deployment tool built, we recognize that currently one possible limitation is that the deployment configuration is established based on the developers’ expertise. Nevertheless, the information provided by the RAI4.0 model could be also used to apply early performance analysis in order to make
decisions about the most appropriate deployment platform. To meet this aim, specific tools should be added to the RAI4 environment. Two approaches could be adopted for the development of these tools: i) defining them as extensions of the MAST environment [67, 68], developed in our research group or, ii) using tools provided by external frameworks, such the one described in [10, 38]. The former provides a set of tools for the analysis of real time distributed applications based on analytical and simulation techniques. It is a proved open-source software that is in continuous improvement and evolution and which relies on a platform metamodel very similar to our proposal. However, it is not addressed to cloud-based platforms, so its integration with RAI4 may require some extensions of its metamodel or tools. On the other hand, the latter facilitates the usage of frameworks already adapted to cloud computing however, it would require a greater effort of comprehension and integration due to the unfamiliarity with the underlying metamodels, which may use a different architectural approach. In any case, the integration of both alternatives with RAI4 is equally feasible. Both would require the definition of the corresponding model-to-model transformations and their integration in the current environment.

Another concern that IT staff in head of the production environment could have is how to detect the needs of reconfiguration of the digital platform deployed. For this end, our proposal is to add monitoring artifacts to the platform, which generate notifications and alarms about problems of performance or other issues. Next, IT staff could design a new deployment model with RAI4.0 Deployment Tool based on the previous one, being only needed to modify the elements or parameters required for solving the detected issues.

In our honest opinion, the use of this framework consistently in a company can facilitate the coherent development of data intensive applications, the reutilization and sharing of resources and the creation, use, enrichment and knowledge extraction of data needed for the decision-making.
7.2. Security, privacy and data quality issues

Security, privacy and data quality among other non-functional requirements are highly relevant and non-trivial issues that must be taken into account in any digital platform. Our reference architecture relies on both a metadata repository that stores all the features associated to each topic (or data source) registered in the environment and a security service following the strategy defined in [69], responsible for providing secure access to the global information shared by all the resources in the distributed system.

The security aspects that the RAI4.0 reference architecture will first incorporate are those related to the data available in the environment and that have been recorded by the publishers and are received by the subscribers. Four security issues will be initially addressed:

- **Authenticity**: The agents that access the environment (administrators, publishers or subscribers) are authenticated by the environment, and depending on their identity, they will have differentiated capabilities to access topics.

- **Confidentiality**: data registered in the environment can only be read by authorized subscribers in accordance with the confidentiality permissions established in the topics and the security credentials of the agents.

- **Integrity**: the instances of the topics that are registered in the environment are only introduced by authorized publishers, which guarantee the integrity characteristics established in the integrity policy defined in the topic. Likewise, the environment guarantees the integrity of the instances in the replication and transfer processes between the environment and the agents.

- **Availability**: Access to the data registered in the environment will be done in accordance with the availability policy established in the topic and the access credentials of the agent that enters in.
Other security issues [21, 5] such as protection against cyber-attacks will be studied once we have developed and deployed our security service. On the other hand, the use of artificial intelligence and analytical techniques involves the concern to safeguard the privacy of personal data [70]. For this purpose, specific metadata will be defined on topics in order to limit their use at a certain degree of granularity and to be anonymised.

Quality is another relevant aspect to bear in mind in an Industry 4.0 digital platform [71]. It must be ensured that the data sources (topics) ingested in the environment present adequate levels of quality for their intended use. Our reference architecture relies on registering quality metadata of each data source, measured by means of quality services as the one proposed by Rivas et al. [72]. There are different data quality dimensions, among which are included (but are not limited to) the following ones: Uniqueness, Accuracy, Consistency, Completeness, Timeliness, Currency and Validity (ISO 25012). Each one requires different type of measurements to be assessed. For example, measuring completeness requires analyzing whether there is a value (any value) in a field, whereas measuring validity requires comparing existing format, patterns, data types, ranges, values, and more to the defined set of what is allowable [73].

Data stewards in collaboration with developers will be responsible for defining quality rules and the minimum thresholds that each pair data source - workload must fulfil. Publishers and workloads of our digital platform thus, will have to take into account and verify the fulfillment of these thresholds in real time and, in case of non-compliance, developers must establish the actions to be carried out (i.e., notify warnings topics, generate alarms, stop the processes affected, etc.).

8. Conclusions

The real implementation of Industry 4.0 supposes a revolutionary shift both in its conception and its design. Industrial processes must be radically transformed from traditional hierarchical models to a network model of interconn...
ected services through the sharing and interchange of data. Data, indeed, are the central element of the architecture [7]. There are two main aspects to bear in mind, the volume, velocity, variety and criticality of data generated in the environment and the functional and non-functional constraints of the industrial processes which are generally subjected to real time restrictions, service availability, security and dynamic integration of heterogeneous devices [2].

The lack of a reference architecture that guided the implementation of the level of information defined in RAMI 4.0 [4] or its equivalent, the IIRA Functional information domain [5] led us to design and propose the RA14.0 reference architecture as well as a metamodel that would help developers in the design of a flexible, easily extendible, scalable and distributed computational environment for Industry 4.0. This is the goal of our RA14.0 Metamodel, which describes the different elements of the architecture, establishes the relationships among them and guide in the building of industrial data intensive applications. Furthermore, the metamodel also provides the necessary information to configure, deploy and execute workloads (applications) on a digital platform. In this case, only for applications built with Apache framework tools. Finally, we also offered a model-based tool compliant to this metamodel which automates the generation of configuration, deployment and launch files, their transference and execution in the nodes of the platform. This provides two main advantages: time-saving as a consequence of the model reuse and error-reduction in the deployment process and subsequent reconfiguration tasks.

All these software artifacts have been validated with several case studies, two of them are described in the paper. The first one, a simple and academic data streaming application that reads pollution levels in different areas of a city provided by mobile sensors that are ingested through Kafka and processed by Apache Storm to finally be persisted in Cassandra. This is deployed on a premise server, on a premise cluster and on the cloud. And the second one, a more complex empirical case study addressed to the management of the electric power consumption of a smart medium-size city deployed on a premise cluster on the edge.
Ongoing work mainly focuses on the development of a data-centric security service and the proposal of a data governance framework for our RAI4.0 reference architecture [74]. Another aspects we are addressing are the extension of the metamodel to containerize applications and deploy them on Amazon Web Services and in providing developers with tools that support them in other software development stages. We are also interested in improving the deployment tool, by providing it as an Eclipse plug-in that offers templates for easing the definition of the deployment models or even a graphical edition tool.

9. Disclaimer

Finally, we would point out that the software identified in this paper is used in order to check the completeness and capability of implementation of our reference architecture in different use cases. This does not imply their recommendation or that these products are necessarily the best available for that purpose.
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